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WILLIAM & MARY LAW SCHOOL
CLINIC NEWS
Spring 2020

LEADERSHIP - INTEGRITY - SERVICE
The clinical faculty and staff at William & Mary Law School stand with our
students, colleagues, and brothers and sisters of color in condemning both overt
and long-hidden racism in our country. We hope that this societal moment of
horror and self-reflection causes real change in law enforcement practices, the
criminal justice system, and the treatment of Black Americans.
Our clinics represent low-income and minority communities as they confront
immigration, environmental, domestic violence and family law issues. We provide a
voice to the unrepresented through the Innocence Project and the Appellate and
Tax Clinics. And we help veterans and students with disabilities to get the services
and support to which they are entitled. We commit ourselves to continuing these
efforts that help to advance racial and social justice in our country.
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LETTER FROM
THE DIRECTOR:
CLINICAL
CHANGES FOR THE
NEW YEAR
After 19.5 years of full-time employment in a myriad of roles at William & Mary Law School, 12 of which I spent directing
our clinical program, it is time for me to leave this outstanding program to my talented colleagues to navigate going
forward. It is bittersweet to be leaving William & Mary, but much less stressful because I leave the clinics that are so
important to me personally and professionally, in such exceptional hands. Thank you for allowing me to be their
steward for more than a decade. Clinical work is the perfect marriage of practice and theory, and I will miss it.
Let me share with you some of our leadership changes upon my departure.
Elizabeth Andrews will be Interim Director of Clinical Programs. Elizabeth is a
Professor of Practice and the Director of William & Mary Law School's Virginia
Coastal Policy Center. She formerly served as Senior Assistant Attorney
General and Chief of the Environmental Section of the Virginia Oﬃce of the
Attorney General. She also served as the Water Policy Manager for the
Virginia Department of Environmental Quality, where she worked closely
with the legislature, the regulated community and environmental
organizations to address the water quality and quantity challenges facing
Virginia, particularly its coastal areas.
Professor Andrews is a graduate of the College of William and Mary and
received her Juris Doctor degree, summa cum laude, from the Washington
College of Law at American University. Among other professional activities,
she serves as the Virginia representative on the Chesapeake Bay Program's
Climate Resiliency Workgroup, and as faculty for the Virginia State Bar's
Professionalism Course for new attorneys.

Caleb Stone and Michael Dick are the new Co-Directors of the Puller
Veterans Beneﬁts Clinic, which teaches dozens of students each
year the complexities of veterans beneﬁts law; serves more than
100 veteran clients through individual representation; provides
advice and counsel twice monthly at Military Mondays, a
partnership with Starbucks; and oﬀers the online Certiﬁcate in
Military &Veterans Health, Policy & Advocacy.

Dwayne Sam and Christina Jones are the Co-Directors of the
Appellate & Supreme Court Litigation Clinic. This is Professor Sam's
second year co-directing, and Professor Jones' ﬁrst. This robust
clinic has eight pending cases, and has had 25 appeals in the US
Courts of Appeals, 22 of which were granted oral argument.
Students arguments ranged from Richmond to San Francisco-10 of
the 13 diﬀerent circuits. See article on page 10 of this newsletter for
more about the Appellate Clinic.
In these diﬃcult times, stay safe and take care of each other,
Patty

FAREWELL TO
DEAN ROBERTS
By: Prof. Elizabeth Andrews
For more than a decade, Patty Roberts has been
the inspiration behind, and outstanding leader
of, William & Mary Law School’s successful clinical
program. Her ﬁrst passion was helping to
establish the Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Beneﬁts
Clinic in 2008, which she has co-directed since its
inception. She is the creator of Military Mondays,
an innovative program providing opportunities
for veterans to obtain advice and counsel in
Starbucks coﬀee shops across the country; and
she served as founding and past president of the
Board of Directors of the National Law School
Veterans Clinic Consortium. In addition to the
Puller Clinic, Patty started the Special Education
Advocacy Law PELE (Parents Engaged for
Learning Equality) Clinic, and ﬁve other clinics
here are in-house programs that started under
her leadership. Patty has served as Director of
Clinical Programs for 12 years, and has worked
here at her alma mater law school for more than
19 years. For the past 3 years, she also has taken
on the role of Vice Dean of the law school. She
has provided tireless leadership for our clinics as
well as passionate advocacy for the importance
of clinical education. It is no wonder that, in 2015,
she was selected as one of the Inﬂuential Women
of Virginia by Virginia Lawyers Weekly. We will
miss her dearly, but wish her the best of success
as she takes on her new challenge, serving as
Dean of the St. Mary’s University School of Law in
San Antonio, Texas. Farewell, fair winds and
following seas, Patty!

VCPC WELCOMES NEW
POSTGRADUATE FELLOW

The Virginia Coastal Policy Center was excited to
welcome our ﬁrst Postgraduate Fellow this past
year, Jesse Reiblich.
Cont.

Jesse currently is working on a variety of projects
dealing with issues surrounding sea level rise,
ﬂooding and managed retreat, as well as carbon
capture. Jesse comes to William & Mary from the
Virgin Islands, where he served as an Appellate
Law Clerk for the Honorable Maria Cabret of the
Supreme Court of the U. S. Virgin Islands. Prior to
that, he served as a Law & Policy Fellow at the
Stanford University Center for Ocean Solutions,
and as a Judicial Law Clerk to the Honorable
Robert Molloy of the Superior Court of the U. S.
Virgin Islands. He has both his JD and LLM in
Environmental and Land Use Law from the
University of Florida Levin College of Law.

IMMIGRATION CLINIC
WELCOMES NEW
POSTGRADUATE FELLOW

The Immigration Clinic is excited to announce that
J. Nicole Alanko, J.D. '18, will be joining the Clinic in
August as an Immigrant Justice Corps Fellow.
Nicole comes to the Clinic after two years as an
Immigrant Justice Corps Fellow at Safe Horizon in
Brooklyn, NY where she represented survivors of
crime, gender-based violence, and torture in their
immigration matters. As a Fellow in the Clinic for
one year, she will share her expertise and work
closely with students in the Clinic to serve
immigrants in Hampton Roads. The Clinic is
grateful for this partnership with the Immigrant
Justice Corps and for the private donors who are
making possible Nicole’ s Fellowship at W& M Law,
which will have a direct impact on the students’
development as citizen lawyers and on the lives of
the individuals and communities supported by the
Clinic.

WILLIAM & MARY LAW
SCHOOL RANKS NUMBER TWO
AMONG MILITARY FRIENDLY®
GRADUATE SCHOOLS
by: Jaime Welch-Donahue
William & Mary Law School ranks number two on the list of the Top 10 Military Friendly® Graduate Schools for 2020-21
that was released in February and will be published in the May edition of G.I. Jobs magazine. It is the only law school
among this year's Top 10.
“We are delighted with this recognition and hope that veterans and active duty military interested in law school will
explore the opportunities here at William & Mary,” said Vice Dean Patricia Roberts, Clinical Professor of Law, Director of
Clinical Programs, and Co-Director of the Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Beneﬁts Clinic. “We are proud that so many
veterans and active duty military choose to study, teach or work at the Law School and across the university. Their
presence enriches our academic community, and it is an honor to serve those who so ably serve the nation.”
The Military Friendly® Schools list is created each year based on research using public data sources for more than 8,800
schools nationwide and responses from participating institutions to the Military Friendly® Schools survey. The survey
was developed with the assistance of an independent research ﬁrm and an advisory council of educators and
employers. It is available for free and is open to all post-secondary schools. Criteria for consideration can be found at
www.militaryfriendly.com.

CLINIC PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS HOST
VIRTUAL"CLINICS 101" SESSION
Each year in anticipation of the fall enrollment period, the clinical department hosts a "Clinics 101" lunch talk for 1L
and 2L students interested in participating in one of William & Mary's nine clinics. While the school transitioned to
online courses due to the coronavirus pandemic in March, clinic students and faculty kept the tradition of preparing
future classes of students by bringing "Clinics 101" to the web. Professors and currently enrolled students recorded
video introductions to each clinic, helping students understand what they can expect and gain from participating in a
clinical program. Professor Caleb Stone began the online event by answering common questions regarding the
clinics and encouraging students to consult with faculty and their peers to learn more about what clinics have to
oﬀer. Click the following links for access to each clinic's video presentation:

Clinic Introduction & FAQs
Appellate & Supreme Court Clinic
Domestic Violence Clinic
Family Law Clinic
Immigration Clinic
Innocence Project
Veterans Beneﬁts Clinic
PELE Special Education Advocacy Clinic
Virginia Coastal Policy Center
Virginia Coastal Policy Center 2

DESPITE COVID-19,WILLIAM & MARY
LAW SCHOOL'S CLINICS REMAIN
FLEXIBLE TO SERVE CLIENTS
By: David F. Morrill
For the faculty, staﬀ and students of William & Mary Law School’s clinics and one practicum, it was all hands on deck when
the Law School closed its building in March during the COVID-19 shutdown.
Only this time the deck was in diﬀerent locations—at professors’ home oﬃces or living rooms, in students’ apartments, in
their parents’ homes, and anywhere else work could be done away from the clinic oﬃces in the Law School.
As Caleb Stone, co-director of the Puller Veterans Beneﬁts Clinic put it, “welcome to the new normal.”
“We had to scramble during spring break,” Stone said. “For the period before our next clinic class, we needed to ﬁgure out
how we would operate remotely from a clinic operations standpoint and how we would perform our class obligations;
thanks to Zoom, we’ve been very fortunate to do this without any technological encumbrances.”
Keeping in mind the clinical program’s unwavering charge of addressing the legal needs of the community, all clinics took
to the Internet to carry out their important work while strengthening skills and a sense of responsibility among students.
The Puller Clinic’s premier outreach program, “Military Mondays” at a local Starbucks, was suspended indeﬁnitely, and
staﬀ are reviewing options for implementing a modiﬁed telephone or VTC (Virtual Training Company) option to
accommodate veterans who could participate via such communication platforms.
Professors Stone and Michael Dick reworked the syllabus schedule to better ﬁt remote instruction— for example, a
traditional class debate was changed into a roundtable discussion. Later in March, after the Law School went to a pass/fail
grading system, Stone and Dick again discussed expectations with students and modiﬁed some of the existing deadlines
and requirements in writing. Judy Johnson, Puller Clinic Clinical Psychologist, switched to Doxy.me, a HIPAA-compliant and
completely secure platform, in order to have online meetings with VBC clients and students.
As a general matter, client representation activities continued admirably, but with less direct engagement. The
Department of Veterans Aﬀairs went on working remotely, and the clinic has won several signiﬁcant victories for veterans
since beginning remote operations. Through the clinic’ s hard work, veterans have received more than $450, 000 in
past-due beneﬁts during this period, and are expected to receive more than $2.3 million in lifetime beneﬁts.
In the Domestic Violence Clinic, some student meetings and all client meetings were conducted via telephone, and
clients could drop oﬀ documents at the oﬃce through “no contact” procedures. Protective Order cases took place in court,
with students making two court appearances during the ﬁrst three weeks of the shutdown.
Court hearings were limited, and only parties, attorneys and subpoenaed witnesses were allowed in the court
house/courtroom. The clinic took on no new divorce or custody cases, and rescheduled custody, divorce and debenture
hearings. Community meetings, such as High Risk Task Force meetings, were cancelled or held online via Zoom.
Students in the clinic regularly complete community projects, many of which are in-person presentations with community
groups. In the absence of such events, students switched to researching and drafting information that could be shared
with community groups, the public or clients.
Contacting clients was often a problem for students in the Family Law Clinic. Some clients who had lost their jobs or child
care moved or were too stressed to answer phone calls. The clinic worked with the clients to try to connect them with
helpful resources.
Cont.

The Appellate and Supreme Court Clinic conducted class hours, oﬃce hours and a moot session for upcoming oral
arguments via Zoom.
Stacy Kern-Scheerer, Director of the Immigration Clinic, found herself driving to client homes to get signatures of
clients who had immediate ﬁling deadlines with Homeland Security, which does not accept electronic signatures. In the
absence of student help, Kern-Scheerer physically assembled ﬁnal ﬁlings that had to be physically mailed.
The clinic had planned to do mock Master Calendar Hearings in the Law School’s courtroom, but instead the guest
judge connected from New York via Zoom and held a on secondary trauma and working with child asylum seekers.
The work of the Special Education Advocacy Law PELE Clinic changed overnight because it serves students with
disabilities in local public schools. As those schools closed, families—and the clinic—had to ﬁgure out how students
could receive the free, appropriate public education that federal law guarantees them under these very diﬀerent
circumstances.
Clinic students walked into completely uncharted territory. Class time ordinarily spent on other topics became more
focused on Covid-related guidance documents coming from the U.S. Department of Education and the Virginia
Department of Education, as well as news on how local public school districts would handle distance learning
programs.
The clinic requested meetings for six clients, each time facilitating communication between the parent and school.
Clinic students successfully argued for more assistance and support from the schools, and were able to help the parent
and school team navigate the implications on the students’ credits toward graduation given the cancellation of state
standardized tests.
All students in the Federal Tax Clinic interacted with their assigned clients in the Hampton Roads and Central Virginia
areas via infrequent video or very frequent audio conference calls. There was also a signiﬁcant increase in e-mail
communications, which required more time to coordinate meetings with clients and to supervise client interactions.
IRS Appeals Hearings were conducted via audio conference call. The U.S. Tax Court closed for business about the same
time the Law School went to remote instruction and did not hear any cases via video. The clinic had no cases scheduled
for trial or other hearing during the mid-March thought early May timeframe. No real accommodations were made on
due dates for clinic work to turn around draft documents, letters, pleadings, etc. Because interaction with the IRS
largely remained on schedule, students had to stick to deadlines (much as in real private practice).
The clinic successfully resolved four tax court cases where the IRS conceded their positions in full, and is waiting on the
results of one additional appeals hearing that should have a strong client favorable result. Working remotely did not
impinge the clinic’s ability to advocate for clients or result in delays for clients.
The Virginia Coastal Policy Center also converted all biweekly classes, student team meetings, meetings with grantors
and fellow grantees, and staﬀ meetings to online Zoom sessions. As part of its Resilience Adaptation Feasibility Tool
(RAFT) project conducted with the University of Virginia and Old Dominion University, staﬀ shared and jointly edited
documents with their university partners via Google Docs and replaced a regional workshop in the Northern Neck with
a series of smaller, online meetings with individual localities.
Though their semester at the Law School was upended drastically with remote work, students adapted with ﬁnesse.
Gabby Vance J.D. ’21, for instance, was impressed with the Puller Clinic’s transition from the oﬃce and classroom to
online.
“Like any law school class, there is a learning curve for all of us at the clinic to move to remote work,” Vance said two
weeks into the shutdown. “I think we are fortunate as part of the Veterans Clinic that we can do much of the work
electronically without problem—and we usually meet with clients over the phone anyway.”
Fellow Puller Clinic student Christina Kapalko, who graduated in May, believes that each law student should take the
opportunity to conduct experiential learning while at school.
“I did not feel ready to enter the legal profession until I took this course, and thanks to the Puller Clinic I now feel
capable to tackle the challenges that come with being a ﬁrst-year attorney,” Kapalko said. “I cannot say enough that
despite the challenges we’ve had to face switching to virtual clinic work, our professors and classmates have made the
experience as painless as possible.”

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: EMILY
WILSON, TURNING CLINIC
EXPERIENCE INTO A LEGAL CAREER
By: Emily Wilson, 3L
Before law school, I was a middle school math teacher. I loved
teaching and working with students, but was continuously
frustrated by systemic issues in education, particularly
regarding the provision of special education services for my
students. I decided to go to law school to become a legal
advocate for families and students like those I saw in my own
classroom. I wanted to ensure that students and families were
aware of their rights and had the chance to enforce their rights
to ensure students got the services they needed, the services
to which they were legally entitled. I was drawn speciﬁcally to
William & Mary because of the opportunity to participate in
hands-on learning experiences through serving students and
families in the PELE Special Education Advocacy Clinic.
While I could not participate in the Clinic until my 2L year,
Professor Christina Jones served as a mentor to me throughout
my 1L year, helping me ﬁnd a summer job doing special
education advocacy. As a 2L, I was able to participate in the
clinic both as a student advocate and a mentor. And now, as a
3L I have been able to continue my involvement with the Clinic
as a graduate student worker. In each of these roles with the
Clinic, I have had the opportunity to work with clients in the
community, hearing their stories and helping them to achieve
better outcomes for their children. The Clinic has given me the
opportunity to advocate in meetings with schools and create
resources to help families prepare to advocate for their
children now and in the future. The diversity of issues the Clinic
deals expanded my depth of knowledge and helped me to
develop strong research skills.
The PELE Clinic has given me an incredible opportunity to learn and grow throughout law school in a key area of the law
that I want to dedicate my career too. Coming into law school I knew I wanted to work in the ﬁeld of education and
disability rights law, but I did not know how I was going to make that happen. While the need in this area of the law is
great, the number of individuals and organizations that do this type of work and are able hire fresh out of law school
attorneys is few. The pathway to this ﬁeld is typically through competitive public interest fellowship opportunities.
Through the mentorship of Professor Jones and my summer internship supervisors, I have been able to take advantage
of one of those opportunities.
As a Skadden Fellowship award recipient, I now have the opportunity to put my Clinic experience into practice as an
attorney. I will be working for Equip for Equality, the protection and advocacy organization for the state of Illinois,
providing free legal services to individuals with disabilities throughout the state. My project, which has been sponsored
by the Skadden Foundation for the next two years, is to provide direct representation for transition-age students with
disabilities to ensure students receive appropriate transition planning and services that address independent living,
education and employment, in order to improve post-secondary outcomes. This is a critical need in the state of Illinois
with 94,795 transition-age students with disabilities throughout the state. My time working with the PELE Clinic not only
led me to this opportunity, but has equipped me to meet this critical need.

Nothing about us
without us.

SERIES EXPLORES LIVED
EXPERIENCES AROUND
ABILITY AND
DISABILITY

That’s one of the mantras of
the disability rights movement
and a sentiment that helped frame
the ﬁrst in a series of discussions about
ability and disability taking place this month
at William & Mary.

“Another common phrase in the disability rights
movement is disability rights are human rights and
disability rights are civil rights,” said Professor of Practice
Christina Jones. “These seem obvious, but they point to the
inhumane and uncivil ways that people with disabilities have
been treated in the not-too-distant past.”
Jones is the director of the PELE (Parents Engaged for Learning Equality)
Special Education Advocacy Law Clinic at W&M Law School. She is also the cousin
of a young woman with autism, and she became a person with a disability herself last
year when she was diagnosed with an autoimmune disease.
Jones was one of dozens of people who shared their stories in small group discussions
Feb. 13 during the ﬁrst session of this year’s Daily Work of Justice series. Sponsored by the
Oﬃce of Community Engagement, the series “invites people directly involved in an issue to share
their lived experience, as a way of providing space for others to engage with empathy, understanding
and action,” according to its website. This year’s series is co-sponsored by The Arc of Greater Williamsburg,
which serves adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities. Two faculty members and a student with a
disability were also part of the committee that planned the series.

by: Erin
Zagursky
Photos by:
Nicholas
Meyer

“William & Mary has been the backbone of support for The Arc for over 40 years,” said Executive Director Pam McGregor.
“We have had the beneﬁt of incredible faculty and student volunteer support, interns, athletic teams, the Best Buddies and the
Pi Phi women’s fraternity who serve as tutors for our literacy program. With the support of William & Mary over the years, we have
thrived and enriched the lives of many of our Arc clients and family members.”
All of the sessions are held from 6: 30 to 8 p. m. in the Sadler Center’ s
Tidewater Room. The next is planned for Feb. 20 and will focus on people
who work within systems to support those with disabilities. The third,
scheduled for Feb. 27, will center on advocates, policy makers and
community leaders who work toward change. The sessions are free and
open to the public, but attendees are asked to register online.
"For participants who are living with a disability, they have an opportunity
to tell their story, have their voice heard and share a perspective a
non-disabled person would not have," said McGregor. “For a community
member listening, they gain insight, understanding, and an awareness of
the challenges and realities of living a life with a disability. The participants
also have an opportunity to see how a person with a disability has many
abilities and has goals and dreams like everyone else.”
“The goal of DWOJ is to break down barriers and misconceptions about
people with a disability and to raise awareness of the many ways a
community can embrace and empower these amazing people.”
Jones opened the ﬁrst session saying that disability presents itself
diﬀerently in each person.
“We recognize the many ways people in this room contribute to our
campus and our world,” Jones said. “We strive to make our campus more
accessible, our programs more inclusive and opportunities more
widespread, knowing that it beneﬁts us all.
Cont.

“Our neurodiversity group on campus is a testament to the ways that we think about disability. We focus on people’ s
strengths, and we know that our diﬀerences make us stronger and can be advantages. We also recognize that we have a
long way to go before we can say that we have a just and fully inclusive society.”
Elizabeth Miller, associate director of OCE, asked the participants to listen deeply to one another and share from their lived
experiences.
“We have many opportunities on this campus to speak from cited articles and peer-reviewed work, and that's really
important, but tonight's a night to use ‘I’ statements and talk about your life and your perspective,” Miller said.
At each table, a mix of students, faculty, staﬀ, students and community members engaged in conversation guided by
questions from facilitators. As they shared, they discovered common experiences and oﬀered one another support and
advice.
Kathi Mestayer M.B.A. ’90, who just completed two terms on the Advisory Board of the Virginia Department for the Deaf
and Hard-of-Hearing, was one such participant. During her small group’s discussion, a person at her table shared that he
wasn’t able to hear well in meetings.
Mestayer, who began experiencing hearing loss around the age of 40, shared tools she has found helpful.
“I wanted to talk about that so he knows it is possible to have these meetings remotely with captions,” she said.
Mestayer writes for Hearing Health Magazine and serves as a technical consultant on a project to facilitate the development
of hearing-assistive technology, sponsored by the Hearing Loss Association of America and Gallaudet University.
She was asked to attend the Daily Work of Justice Session by the Virginia Department for the Deaf and Hard-of-Hearing, and
her colleague Larry Herbert from the Hearing Loss Association of America Richmond Chapter will participate in the Feb. 27
session. He’s been an advocate for assistive listening systems — something Mestayer would like to see W&M incorporate
among other improved accessibility measures. Those would not just beneﬁt people at W&M who may have hearing loss,
but members of the community who come to events on campus, too, she said.
“I’m seeing all of these renovations, and we can do it right this time,” she said.
Kristen Popham ’20 served as a facilitator at Mestayer’s table.
“As a student with a chronic illness, over the past four years, I've been able to collaborate with other students with
disabilities and learn about their diﬀerent experiences on campus,” she said. “It's rare, though, that I get to engage with
fellow individuals experiencing disabilities in the Williamsburg community.
"This was a really wonderful opportunity for William & Mary to connect me with the broader community and help me think
about the ways we can expand accessibility not just on campus, but beyond.”
McGregor was amazed by every person at her table, she said, including a couple who lost their son with Down syndrome to
cancer.
“Their love and gratitude for their son and his amazing zest for life led to them creating a continuing education scholarship
in his name for people with disabilities,” she said.
Others at her table included a police oﬃcer who created stickers to alert ﬁrst responders that they may encounter a person
with autism at that location and for businesses to let customers know they have an employee who is on the spectrum, and
an Arc client “who was so articulate and inspiring” and his Best Buddy, a W&M student, who described the community as a
team, McGregor said. The Best Buddy program fosters one-on-one relationships with W& M students and community
members with intellectual and developmental disabilities.
“I was most fortunate to be a part of a special group of people, and The Arc is honored to have been a part of the formation
of this year’s DWOJ series,” she said.
At the end of the night, the facilitators asked the participants to write a single word on an index card to describe what they
thought of the evening.
“The word that I put on the card was ‘touching,’” said Mestayer. “It really was, to hear diﬀerent points of view and diﬀerent
kinds of situations that evolved for people. I’m feeling empathetic, sympathetic, and at the same time, I’m like, I have no
idea. I’m just hearing the very surface, and I’m thinking, wow.”

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: JESSIE
STRAUSER AND THE PELE CLINIC
By: Jessie Strauser, 3L
Because of my work in the PELE Special Education Advocacy Clinic and resulting interest in practicing Special Education law,
Professor Christina Jones let me know about William & Mary's Daily Work of Justice on Ability and Disability conference. In late
February, I attended one of the conference's conversations where local community members shared their direct lived experiences
with disability " as a way of providing space for others to engage with empathy, understanding, and action." I shared a table and
talked with the president of a local Down Syndrome Association, a William & Mary undergraduate student with physical and
intellectual disabilities, parents of a child with a very rare disease, a mother of a son with Autism who works for Special Olympics
Virginia, and a special education teacher.
We started by reviewing some "ground rules" to help ensure that everyone could feel safe and comfortable sharing their stories,
opinions, and ideas. One of these rules -- to assume that each person had good intent in everything they said -- really enhanced our
conversations and created a safe space for learning and growing. For example, the parents of the child with a rare disease
mentioned that his birthday was coming up. I asked what he wanted for his birthday but immediately realized that I didn't know if
he was verbal or not and knew that question might be really hurtful if he was not. But, because of the assumption of good intent,
we were all able to have a really personal and productive conversation about this. I have thought about this interaction many times
since then, and because of it I will be more conscientious in future conversations like these.
Our discussions touched on big-picture policy ideas and what each of
us felt was the most pressing need for people with disabilities in our
community. The mother and Special Olympics employee told us
about J.P.'s Law -- a Virginia law that she initiated that "permits people
who have Autism or an Intellectual Disability to voluntarily add an
innocuous code to their Driver's License or Identiﬁcation Card noting
that they have this diagnosis...[so] law enforcement knows that their
association with this individual might be somewhat diﬀerent." She
was inspired to do this because of fears she had about her son's
potential interactions with law enforcement. Now, she is working on
getting every state to adopt a similar law. The special education
teacher and I talked about how teachers and special education
attorneys for parents should try to ﬁnd more common ground and, if
they did, they would better work together. We discussed how
unfortunate it is that these two parties often ﬁnd themselves in an
adversarial position when both sides have the same goal: helping
children with disabilities receive the education they deserve and are
entitled to.
At the end of the conversation, we all wrote down one word that we
felt described our experience at the event. One of my tablemates said
she felt hopeful and another said he felt grateful. My word was
inspired. As a law student, it is easy to get caught up in your studies
and sometimes hard to ﬁnd time to leave the library. Experiences like
these, however, remind me that there is much more to a legal
education than just the readings and exams: it's important to also try
to immerse yourself in the communities you serve or hope to serve as
a lawyer. What are their biggest concerns? What issues are they
dealing with day-in and day-out? So many of us decided to become
lawyers so we could help others and, put simply, the more you know
about the individual you're trying to help, the more eﬀective advocate
you will be. I am so thankful for my clinical experiences and
opportunities like these that have helped me not only serve our
community, but also get to know some incredibly inspiring individuals
along the way. What better motivation to use this degree to do good?

APPELLATE
AND SUPREME
COURT CLINIC
ENJOYS A
BUSY YEAR
WITH LOTS OF
ARGUMENTS
by: David F. Morrill
On Jan. 22, Appellate and Supreme Court Clinic student
Damian Gallagher J. D. '20, assisted by Darrell Getman J.
D. '21, with brieﬁng by Gailen Davis J. D. '19 and Evan
Lewis J.D. '19, argued for their client in Mena v. Massie at
the Ninth Circuit in San Francisco, Calif. Gallagher called
the experience " exhilarating." Even better, the students
won the case! Courtesy of United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

Third-year students in William & Mary Law School’ s Appellate and
Supreme Court Clinic love an argument, and have recently logged
the miles to prove it.
On November 5, 2019, Taylor Sias Maheda, assisted by Hillary Kody,
was in New Orleans in front of the Fifth Circuit arguing in the matter
of Pena v. City of Rio Grande. On January 14, Kody, assisted by
Maheda, was in Montgomery, Ala., arguing Cantu v. City of Dothan at
the Eleventh Circuit.
Eight days later in San Francisco, Damian Gallagher, assisted by
Darrell Getman, made the case in Mena v. Massie at the Ninth
Circuit. And most recently, on February 4, Dixon Wallace, assisted by
Sam Gross, headed oﬀ to New York City to argue United States v.
Elder before the Second Circuit.
Taking cases to a Court of Appeals after someone has lost in a
federal district court and facing a row of judges can be daunting for
any student, but Gallagher has a better word for it: Exhilarating.
“When you ﬁrst step up to the podium, you have so many thoughts
racing through your head and you try to take a brief moment to
collect those thoughts and prepare to zealously advocate for your
client,” Gallagher says.
Argument prep is time-consuming, even exhausting, but it boils
down to being able to answer any question a judge throws at you.
“When you are ﬁnally standing there, before three judges who wholly
want to discuss the state of the law and implications from your
particular case, it really can take your breath away,” Gallagher says.
Research is intense. As often happens, Hillary Kody argued a case
that had been briefed by a team during the previous year’s clinic. She
began by reading the briefs, reviewing approximately 750 pages of
record appendices, and studying all the cited case law.
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“I took notes throughout this process, particularly
listing out any questions I thought the judges might
ask during oral argument,” Kody says. “I then
brainstormed answers to these questions and
developed the body of my argument.”'
In the week leading up to the argument, Kody
practiced with panels of professors, clinic members,
the clinic’s managing director and trial counsel.
“These moots gave me the opportunity to reﬁne my
answers and present a more compelling case,” Kody
says. “While preparation involved many hours of work
over the course of several weeks, I felt incredibly
prepared when I ultimately presented my argument to
a panel on the Eleventh Circuit.”
All that prep not only helps students learn the case
(and the law), but improve their skills. Working with
faculty, Gallagher learned that the best advice is less is
more.
On Nov. 5, 2019, Taylor Sias Maheda, assisted by Hillary Kody, was in
New Orleans at the Fifth Circuit, arguing in the matter of Pena v. City
of Rio Grande. Later, on Jan. 14, Kody, assisted by Maheda, was in
Montgomery, Ala., arguing Cantu v. City of Dothan at the Eleventh
Circuit.

“Judges are busy people, and when you can take an
otherwise complicated case and deliver a concise, yet
thoughtful, response, your argument is even more
compelling,” Gallagher says.

For her part, Hillary Kody is grateful for experiences that even some long-practicing attorneys never get, including
arguing a federal appeal and writing a Supreme Court amicus brief.
“Through my work in the clinic I have become a better advocate and writer,” Kody says. “More importantly, I've had the
ability to work on behalf of my clients and shape the state of the law. I cannot more highly recommend the Appellate
Clinic to other students.”
The Appellate and Supreme Court Clinic was founded in 2012 by Tillman Breckenridge, a partner at Pierce Bainbridge
Beck Price & Hecht LLP in Washington, D. C, and the 2017-18 St. George Tucker Adjunct Professor of the Year. As
adjunct professor of law & managing attorney of the clinic, Breckenridge has worked tirelessly with students on cases.
Not counting its eight pending cases, the clinic has had 25 appeals in the US Courts of Appeals, 22 of which were
granted oral argument, with students arguing from Richmond to San Francisco— 10 of the 13 diﬀerent circuits. The
clinic takes on the toughest cases, focusing on First Amendment (free speech and religion) and Fourth Amendment
(search and seizure) cases, and yet it has received 24 decisions (one settled on the Clinic’s entry into the case), winning
12 of them, losing seven outright, and having ﬁve where the clinic lost but won the legal precedent it sought. It also
has submitted several amicus briefs in the Supreme Court of the United States—with the Court citing its brief in Riley
v. California—and ﬁled several cert petitions, one of which garnered National Law Journal Brief of the Week honors.
After eight years, Breckenridge is stepping down to devote full time to his duties at his law ﬁrm. Joining him in the
clinic this past year as co-director was Dwayne Sam, an experienced appellate and trial litigator, also with Pierce
Bainbridge in Washington, D. C. Sam, whose practice focuses on high-stakes, complex proceedings concerning
constitutional law, administrative law and communications law, became the clinic’ s co-director with PELE Clinic
Director Christina Jones at the end of the spring semester.
On February 26th, 2020, the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit aﬃrmed the district court's decision
to deny Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgement and Motion for Reconsideration in Mena v. Massie, in favor of
appellee Basilea Mena, a client of the William & Mary Appellate and Supreme Court Clinic.
This case arose out of a Fourth Ammendment violation of Mena's rights by the police.
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In June 2016, the defendant-oﬃcer, of the Tucson Police Department, approached Mena and her boyfriend, Tellez, after
noticing they were having an argument. Upon approaching the couple, Oﬃcer Massie, without asking Mena her name,
ordered her to produce identiﬁcation. Mena declined, however, after the oﬃcer refused to explain what she and her
boyfriend did wrong. Without warning, Massie then grabbed and wrenched Mena around to handcuﬀ her, injuring
Mena’s arm. The handcuﬀs pinched Massie’s hand, and he immediately shoved Mena’s face and shoulder against the
rough bark of a palm tree. Consequently, even after seeking medical treatment, this encounter left Mena with residual
physical and emotional harm.
In June 2017, Mena ﬁled suit against Massie under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, alleging that she was seized in violation of the Fourth
Amendment, and that Massie used excessive force during her arrest. Defendant moved for summary judgement,
claiming that he was entitled to qualiﬁed immunity. The district court denied Massie summary judgement on Mena’ s
excessive force claim, concluding that a genuine dispute of material fact precluded summary judgment on the issue of
qualiﬁed immunity. A subsequent Motion for Reconsideration was also denied. Thereafter, Defendant appealed the
district court’s decision to the Ninth Circuit.
Mena made two arguments on appeal. First, she argued that the court lacks jurisdiction over the appeal. Second, Mena
argued that qualiﬁed immunity does not shield Massie’s violation of her fourth amendment rights.
The Ninth Circuit held that it has jurisdiction to hear interlocutory appeals from a grant of summary judgement denying
qualiﬁed immunity. The court therefore reviewed the denial of the defendant’ s Motion for Summary Judgement de
novo. This resulted in the court aﬃrming the decision to deny the defendant’s Motion for Summary judgement as well
as the defendant’s Motion for Reconsideration. The court explained that a reasonable factﬁnder could conclude that the
force used by the defendant was objectively unreasonable and therefore constitutionally impermissible. The court
further determined that the defendant was not protected by qualiﬁed immunity in this case because there was a clear
violation of established rights.
Under the supervision of Adjunct Professor Tillman J. Breckenridge, the former director of the Appellate and Supreme
Court Clinic, on January 22, 2020, Damian Gallagher, J.D. ‘20, with assistance on the briefs from Darrell Getman, J.D. ‘21,
Gailen Davis, J.D. ’19, and Evan Lewis, J.D. ‘19, argued for their client in Mena v. Massie before the Ninth Circuit in San
Francisco, California.
On June 8, 2020, after a prior remand, the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit issued an unpublished, per
curiam opinion in Peña v. City of Rio Grande City, Texas, in favor of Appellant Maria Peña, a client of the William & Mary
Appellate and Supreme Court Clinic.
According to the complaint, the case arose out of a citizen-police encounter involving Julissa Peña, an unarmed juvenile
who was not suspected of any crimes. After a police oﬃcer observed a dispute between Peña and her father in the
family car, the oﬃcer approached and ordered Peña to exit the vehicle. The oﬃcer then threatened Peña with tasing if
she did not follow his order. In response, Peña opened the door and ran away from the car. On the ﬁrst oﬃcer’s orders,
a second oﬃcer tased Peña in the head and back, causing her to lose control of her body and fall forward into the street.
As a result, Peña suﬀered severe burns, cuts, and broken teeth.
Peña sued the City of Rio Grande City, Texas, and the oﬃcers in Texas state court, alleging several claims, including
excessive use of force in violation of the Fourth Amendment. Defendants removed the case to federal court and
subsequently moved to dismiss Peña's complaint, claiming that she failed to state a claim and raising the defense of
qualiﬁed immunity. Because Peña had originally ﬁled her complaint in Texas state court, which maintains a liberal “fair
notice” pleading standard, she moved to amend her complaint to satisfy the federal “plausibility” standard. Nonetheless,
the district court refused to grant Peña leave to amend her complaint. The district court dismissed the claims against
the oﬃcers without deciding whether the oﬃcers were entitled to qualiﬁed immunity and entered judgment on the
pleadings in favor of the city.
Peña advanced three main arguments on appeal. First, she argued that she adequately stated claims for excessive force
against the oﬃcers and for municipal liability against the city; second, that the district court should have granted Peña
leave to amend her complaint; and third, that the Texas “fair notice” pleading standard should apply to removed state
court complaints that have not been amended. Peña’s ﬁnal argument raised an unanswered question of law in the Fifth
Circuit.
On January 12, 2018, the Fifth Circuit aﬃrmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded, holding that Peña adequately
stated claims against the oﬃcers for excessive force and that the district court erred in failing to grant
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Peña leave to amend her complaint. The district court dismissed the claims against the oﬃcers without deciding whether
the oﬃcers were entitled to qualiﬁed immunity and entered judgment on the pleadings in favor of the city.
Peña advanced three main arguments on appeal. First, she argued that she adequately stated claims for excessive force
against the oﬃcers and for municipal liability against the city; second, that the district court should have granted Peña
leave to amend her complaint; and third, that the Texas “fair notice” pleading standard should apply to removed state
court complaints that have not been amended. Peña’s ﬁnal argument raised an unanswered question of law in the Fifth
Circuit. On January 12, 2018, the Fifth Circuit aﬃrmed in part, vacated in part, and remanded, holding that Peña
adequately stated claims against the oﬃcers for excessive force and that the district court erred in failing to grant Peña
leave to amend her complaint. Further, the court answered the open legal question regarding proper pleading
standards. Although the Fifth Circuit held that the federal plausibility standard applies to removed cases, the court noted
that “[r]emoval from a notice-pleading jurisdiction is a natural time at which justice would call for the court to permit”
parties to amend their complaints. Finally, the Fifth Circuit remanded for the district court to consider whether the
oﬃcers are entitled to qualiﬁed immunity.
On remand, the district court accepted Peña’s amended complaint for ﬁling, denied Peña’s motion to strike defendants’
motion for summary judgment, and dismissed with prejudice the claims against one oﬃcer as barred by res judicata. As
to Peña’s remaining excessive force claims against the oﬃcer that tased her, and against that oﬃcer’s supervisor, which
ordered that the taser be deployed, the district court held that both oﬃcers were entitled to summary judgment on the
basis of qualiﬁed immunity. Thereafter, Peña ﬁled a second appeal challenging the grant of summary judgment in favor
of the oﬃcers.
On appeal, Peña argued that Defendants were not entitled to qualiﬁed immunity because at the time oﬀ the tasing, the
law was clearly established that an oﬃcer could not use excessive force against a nonviolent individual who had not
committed a crime, did not pose a serious threat to oﬃcers or others, and did not resist or evade arrest. The Fifth Circuit
agreed, holding that genuine issues of material fact exist concerning whether Peña committed a crime, posed a serious
threat to oﬃcers or others, and was actively resisting arrest or attempting to evade arrest by ﬂight. Accordingly, the
district court’ grant of summary judgment was reversed.
Under the supervision of Adjunct Professor Tillman J. Breckenridge, the former director of the Appellate and Supreme
Court Clinic, on November 5, 2019, Taylor Sias Maheda, J.D. ’20, with assistance on the briefs from Hillary Kody, J.D.,
argued for their client in Pena v. City of Rio Grande City, Texas before the Fifth Circuit in New Orleans, Louisiana.
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: VANESSA BATEAU,
PERSPECTIVES ON THE PELE CLINIC AND
VETERANS BENEFITS CLINIC
By: Vanessa Bateau, 3L
My reasons for joining both the PELE Special Education
Advocacy Clinic and the Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Beneﬁts
Clinic were to gain experience that could allow me to take on
pro bono work dealing with special education and veterans’
ﬀairs in the future and develop written and oral advocacy
skills through the conduct of legal research and drafting
arguments for use during client meetings.
PELE Special Educatoin Advocacy Clinic
I joined PELE, because my goal is to help PELE clients obtain
the support and accommodations that they need. Not
everyone ﬁts the standard of learning in one particular way,
and the school system should have a better system in place to
provide an overall guidance and care to students who need a
special educational learning environment. Furthermore, I
joined PELE to practice and retain my oral advocacy skills that
I developed in the Legal Practice Program during my ﬁrst year
at William & Mary Law School. Due to the success of the PELE
Clinic, I have watched and been part of the advocacy that
allows a client to go from the negative environment that s/he
may be in to one that encourages, supports and uplifts them.
Lewis B. Puller, Jr. Veterans Beneﬁts Clinic
Furthermore, I joined the Veteran’ s Beneﬁts Clinic because I
wanted to gain familiarity with the military and the VA.
Veterans’ have served our country, and it is their right to
obtain disability beneﬁts for them or their family. I wanted to
be part of the clinic that allowed them to retain their honor
and not have to ﬁght another battle upon returning home.
VBC takes care of that for them.

REFLECTIONS
ON THE FIRST
YEAR OF THE
IMMIGRATION
CLINIC
by: Prof. Stacy
Kern-Scheerer

Speaking with clients and witnesses in countries all over the world.
Interviewing clients through interpreters. Working to make sure a client’s
story is heard. Utilizing trauma-informed interviewing practices.
Navigating a ﬂuid, politicized, and extraordinarily complex system. Aiding
clients in high-stakes situations.
These are just some of the skills that students in the Immigration Clinic
put into direct practice this year. Reﬂecting back on the two semesters, I
am struck by the tenacity and commitment with which the students in the
Clinic approached their cases.
In its ﬁrst year, the Clinic has represented asylum seekers, survivors of
domestic violence and other severe crimes, ICE detainees, and families
seeking to reunite with loved ones in the United States. Students have
gained experience with petitioning USCIS and arguing in Arlington
Immigration Court. I've seen students confront adversity, be
uncomfortable with the unfamiliar, have epiphanies, and rise to the
challenges presented. I've been there with students when they’ ve
experienced a crushing disappointment and had to deliver devastating
news to a client. But I’ ve also been there with students when they
experience the thrill of solving a piece of a puzzle, or securing a victory for
a client that will change the client’ s life. The students have experienced
ﬁrst-hand the highs and lows of practice and have grown as advocates
and problem-solvers in extraordinary ways.
In the next year, I am conﬁdent the Clinic will continue to thrive. By
partnering with community members and service providers, by working as
a team, and by immersing ourselves in the study of best practices in
working with immigrants, next year’ s students will continue what began
with this year’s remarkable students.

STUDENT QUOTES
As I am about to graduate from law
school, I can honestly say that working
in the William & Mary Law School
Immigration Clinic has been one of the
most rewarding experiences I have
had in law school. Not only have I
been able to gain real world
experience, but the work I completed
in the Clinic was work that had a
signiﬁcant impact on someone's life.
My client was not able to ﬁle her
immigration paperwork herself, but it
was
paperwork
she
desperately needed ﬁled in order to
continue living here in the United
States. Working in the Clinic gave me
the opportunity to help someone who
truly needed it. The work I completed
for my client was incredibly hands-on,
and as a student in the Clinic, I was
given the responsibility to determine
how various aspects of the case
should go. Anyone who is interested in
gaining valuable experience and
helping others should consider
participating in the Immigration Clinic.
– Kelsie Sicinski, 3L

During my time in the Immigration Clinic, I've
learned a signiﬁcant amount about everything from
the intricacies of asylum-related immigration law,
to how to form an eﬀective particular social group,
and how to draft a compelling client declaration. I
think I've learned the most, however, through my
client-facing experiences in the Clinic. My client, like
many of the Clinic's clients, does not speak English,
and I do not speak her native language.
Throughout the semester, I have struggled to build rapport with and communicate with her
in the most organic and eﬀective way. Talking to her through an interpreter presents
challenges I did not expect; conversations don't ﬂow as naturally and can feel very choppy
and impersonal. But after more practice, and with the help of the Clinic's Spanish interpreter
(the great Michael Jordan), my classmates, and Prof. Kern-Scheerer, I've grown to overcome
some of these hurdles and form a meaningful and productive relationship with my client. I
know this skill will serve me well in the future when I work with clients from diﬀerent
backgrounds, and the legal services I provide them will be even more valuable because of
my experience in W&M's Immigration Clinic. – Jessie Strauser, 3L
Participating in the Immigration Clinic was one of
the most rewarding experiences I’ ve had in law
school. I was able to serve the immigrant
community by giving them the legal assistance
they needed to navigate such a complex area of
the law. Immigration law is constantly evolving and
so much of it comes down to the facts in a given
case. The Clinic gives students the opportunity to
take these facts and use them to give clients a
voice in a system where their voice is often
ignored. – Natalie Cardenas, 3L

Practicum II students will spend the spring semester
continuing work on The Resilience Adaptation
Feasibility Tool (RAFT) in the Northern Neck, as well
as researching the water quality impacts of sea level
rise, methods to reduce marine debris pollution, how
the current framework of road infrastructure
addresses sea level rise and recurrent ﬂooding, and
the ability for marshes, forests, and soil to sequester
carbon. Learn more about the spring 2020 Practicum
II students on VCPC's Facebook page.

Practicum I students will spend the spring semester
researching how Commercial Property Assessed Clean
Energy Financing (C-PACE) can be utilized to increase
resilience, the creation of multi-use management
frameworks within the federal waters of oﬀshore wind
lease areas, real estate ﬂood disclosure requirements,
and the concept of managed retreat with a focus on
buyout programs and social equity. Learn more about
the spring 2020 Practicum I students on VCPC's
Facebook page.

General Assembly Field Trip
In addition to classroom lectures, guest speakers, and the chance to work on real-world projects, VCPC also provides
opportunities for law students to experience the environmental policy world ﬁrst-hand through ﬁeld trips. Each spring,
VCPC students spend a day in Richmond to meet with attorneys in the Environmental Section of the Virginia Oﬃce of the
Attorney General (top left photo) and the Division of Legislative Services (top right photo) to learn about their roles.
Students also met one on one with Peggy Sanner, Virginia Executive Director, Chesapeake Bay Foundation (center
photo); Senator Monty Mason, 1st Senate District (bottom left photo); and the ﬁrst female Speaker of the House,
Delegate Eileen Filler-Corn, 41st House District (bottom right photo). It's a packed day and VCPC is thankful for all of the
people that take time out of their busy schedules to speak with our students!

STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: MADHAVI
KULKARNI AND VCPC
By: Madhavi Kulkarni, 3L
I came to law school with the intent to pursue environmental law, but I didn’t know exactly what that might entail or
what issues I wanted to focus on. It wasn’t until I was part of the Virginia Coastal Policy Clinic that I was exposed in
some detail to coastal law and policy issues and their interplay with state and local governance. In my 2L year, I was
part of VCPC Practicum I, where we worked in pairs on coastal policy projects. Not only was this my ﬁrst exposure to
environmental law in law school, it was also the ﬁrst time I worked directly with local governments to develop and
enact policies aimed at making a real diﬀerence in communities threated by coastal issues. I had worked on state
environmental enforcement issues the summer before, but Practicum I was the ﬁrst time that I was able to interact
directly with local government oﬃcials and hear their takes on what issues are most pressing within their
communities. This real-world, face-to-face interaction with the communities that VCPC aims to support is unique to the
clinical practice and allowed me to hone my technical legal skills while developing an understanding of what it means
to craft environmental law and policy and who the involved players are.
In Practicum I, my partner and I developed a strategy to help ﬂood-prone
communities on the Eastern Shore of Virginia develop standards and practices to
improve their coastal resilience and save money on insurance premiums. We
spoke with oﬃcials from some of these communities to lay out a potential plan
for them to achieve these goals. The experience not only taught me about how
to develop solutions to pressing coastal issues but also how important it is to
frame these issues and solutions in ways that are accessible to the oﬃcials that
are ultimately in charge of making decisions for these threatened communities. I
was a great privilege to be a part of developing these much-needed solutions
and a joy to know that the work we do has the potential to make a diﬀerence for
a lot of people.
Though we worked in pairs, Practicum I was a collaborative eﬀort in that we
were able to learn from and contribute to projects of all the clinic participants,
while learning important doctrinal lessons about coastal law and policy. The
collaborative nature of VCPC was even more evident in Practicum II, which I took
during my 3L year. Though we worked on individual projects, each class session
provided an opportunity for each of us to present our thoughts and ﬁndings
about our individual projects and brainstorm ideas with the rest of the class. My experiences in Practicums I and II
have taught me a great deal about coastal issues and given me an appreciation for how important this work is for
communities not only in Virginia, but around the world.
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Our Clinical Program would like to congratulate Alysa
Williams on her graduation! Alysa worked for the
clinical program during her three years of law school,
providing support to all clinics and creating our
newsletters. Alysa is now working for the National
Veterans Legal Services Program.

